GENERAL INFORMATION

Conference Venue

Meeting Center “Molinette Incontra”
Aula Magna “A.M. Dogliotti”

Address: AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza, Corso Bramante 88, 10126 Torino (Italy)

Google map link:
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Corso+Bramante,+88,+10126+Torino+TO/@45.0413908,7.6736873,138m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47812b35400d8ab:0xa0b4838b74d7fd5f!8m2!3d45.0413899!4d7.6742345

The access to the meeting room is on the right side of the main courtyard, AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza. The closest underground stop is Carducci-Molinette (see map).
TRAVELING TO TORINO

Getting There:

By Air:
Depending on your country of departure, you could benefit from very interesting low-cost prices when flying either to Turin or Milan.

Torino airport (Caselle)
There is a shuttle link (bus company ‘Sadem’) from the airport to the town center which leaves every 15 minutes (costs: 6.50 € one way), It takes around 35 minutes to get to Porta Nuova railway station. Tickets can be bought at the airport.
For additional information on Torino Airport please visit the website at: https://www.aeroportoditorino.it/en
From Porta Nuova, you can take underground (direction Lingotto, until Carducci-Molinette stop) or bus to arrive to the meeting center.

Milano Malpensa Airport
The bus company ‘Sadem’ also runs a shuttle service from Milano Malpensa Airport (one-way ticket €22) which takes 2 hours to get to the Porta Susa railway station (Autostazione/Corso Bolzano). Tickets can be bought online (https://www.airportbusexpress.it/en-GB/bus-stop-timetable/torino-malpensaaeroporti) or at the airport.
For additional information on Milan Malpensa Airport please visit their website at: http://www.airportmalpensa.com/
From Porta Susa, you can take the underground (direction Lingotto, until Carducci-Molinette stop) or bus to arrive to the meeting center to the meeting center.

By Train:
There are two main train stations in Turin: Porta Nuova and Porta Susa. They are both on the underground line (see map above).
Take underground (direction Lingotto) from Porta Nuova/Porta Susa and get off at Carducci-Molinette stop.
Turn right along Corso Bramante; after 3 minutes walking you will find AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza on your right.
Enter in the courtyard; you will find the meeting room on your right side.
TRAVELING TO and IN TORINO

By Bus:
Bus arriving to the meeting center: #17, 17 /, 63 /, 8, 74, 34, 35, 42
See the local transportation (GTT) website for lines and timetables:
https://www.gtt.to.it/cms/

By Car:
If you arrive from the Milano/Torino - Aosta/Torion highways, take the ring road towards Piacenza/Savona -> Moncalieri exit towards Corso Unità d'Italia (about 30 Km). Go along Corso Unità d'Italia, turn left in Corso Bramante.

If you arrive from the Piacenza/Torino - Savona/Tourino highways, take the ring road towards Milano/Aosta -> Moncalieri exit towards Corso Unità d'Italia (about 10 Km). Go along Corso Unità d'Italia, turn left in Corso Bramante.

Parkings (5 minutes walking from conference venue):
The two most convenient places to park near the conference are:
- Nizza-Carducci car park
- D'azeglio-Galilei car park
(https://www.gtt.to.it/cms/parcheggi/31-barriera/rotazione/421-index-rotazione)

By Taxi:
You can take a taxi anywhere in the city or book one by calling: +39 011/5730.

Getting around:
Underground is the easiest way to get around Turin. Tickets cost 1.70 € and are valid for a single-journey only. Tickets for bus/tram travel are the same price and are valid for 100 mins (changes permitted). It is possible to buy a day ticket which is valid for an unlimited number of journeys on underground and bus (cost: 4.00 €). All tickets can be bought in tobacconists (tabacchi) and in the underground stations.
ACCOMODATION

Torino has a fine selection of hotels to choose from. Here are just a few suggestions that can either be found on booking.com or booked via their own website. Find the hotel websites below.

Torino downtown (near Porta Nuova/Porta Susa station and underground)

**Tri stars**
- Best Quality Gran Mogol [https://bestqualityhotel.it/ita/hotel-torino-centro.php](https://bestqualityhotel.it/ita/hotel-torino-centro.php)
- Green Class Hotel Astoria [https://www.hotelastoriatorino.it/](https://www.hotelastoriatorino.it/)
- Hotel Diplomatic [https://www.hotel-diplomatic.it/](https://www.hotel-diplomatic.it/)
- Hotel Antica Dogana [https://hotelanticadogana.it/it/index.html](https://hotelanticadogana.it/it/index.html)
- Adalesia Hotel & Coffee [https://www.hoteladalesia.it/Home_1.html](https://www.hoteladalesia.it/Home_1.html)

**Four stars**
- Hotel Concord [https://www.hotelconcordtorino.com/](https://www.hotelconcordtorino.com/)
- Principi di Piemonte [https://www.gruppouna.it/esperienze/principi-di-piemonte](https://www.gruppouna.it/esperienze/principi-di-piemonte)
- NH Torino Centro [https://www.nh-hotels.it/hotel/nh-torino-centro](https://www.nh-hotels.it/hotel/nh-torino-centro)

Porta Nuova-San Salvario area (near Porta Nuova Station and underground stop)

**Tri Stars**
- Best Western Piemontese [https://www.hotelpiemontese.it/](https://www.hotelpiemontese.it/)
- Best Western Genio [https://www.hotelgenio.it/](https://www.hotelgenio.it/)
- Hotel Urbani [https://www.hotelurbani.it/](https://www.hotelurbani.it/)
- Hotel Roma e Rocca di Cavour [https://www.romarocca.it/index.cfm/it/](https://www.romarocca.it/index.cfm/it/)
- Hotel Plaza [https://www.hotelp lazatorino.it/](https://www.hotelp lazatorino.it/)
- Hotel Nizza [http://www.hotelnizza.to.it/it/index.php](http://www.hotelnizza.to.it/it/index.php)
INFORMATION

Four Stars
Best Western Crystal Palace  
Best Western Plus Executive Suites  
https://www.hotelexecutivetorino.com/
Best Western Genova  
https://www.albergogenova.it/
Turin Palace  
https://www.turinpalacehotel.com/it/hotel-torino-centro/1-0.html
Hotel Valentino Du Parc  
https://www.valentinoduparc.it/

Lingotto area (near underground stop and meeting site)
Tri Stars
Hotel Cristallo  
https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/cristallo-torino.it.html
Hotel Continental  
http://www.continental.to.it/
Hotel Air Palace Lingotto  
http://www.airpalacelingotto.it/
Hotel Parco Fiera  
http://www.hotelparcofiera.com/
Green Class Hotel Gran Torino  
https://www.hotelgrantorino.com/

Four Stars
Double Tree – Hilton Lingotto  
https://www.hiltonhotels.it/italia/doubletree-by-hilton-turin-lingotto/
NH Lingotto Congress  
https://www.nh-hotels.it/hotel/nh-torino-lingotto-congress
AC Hotel Marriott  
About Torino:

Torino is the capital of the Piedmont Region and was the former capital of the Duchy of Savoie, the Kingdom of Sardinia and, from 1861 to 1865, the first capital of the Italian Kingdom. The city was founded by the Romans in 28 BC as a military camp and the typical Roman grid of streets crossings at right angles was maintained for many years and it is still one of the main features of the modern city. It is surrounded on the West and North by the Alps and on the East by hills (Monferrato area). The Po river passes through the city.

There are many interesting sights in the city center: Egyptian Museum (the richest of Egyptian collection in the world after Il Cairo’s museum), Mole Antonelliana hosting the Museum of Cinema, Baroque architecture (the Chapel of The Holy Shroud, San Lorenzo church, Palazzo Carignano, Savoie Royal Residences). In the surrounding area, Reggia di Venaria and Palazzina di Caccia di Stupinigi are two of the most important royal residences.

Please note that the access to the museums and royal residences is allowed only with an EU-valid Green Pass. Booking in advance is requested.

For more information about Torino city visit:  
https://www.turismotorino.org/en  